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Optimal Parallel Algorithms on Planar Graphs* 
TORBEN HACERUP 
Fachbereich Informatik, Universitiit des Saarlandes, 
D-6600 Saarbriicken, West Germane 
Few existing parallel graph algorithms achieve optimality when applied to very 
sparse graphs such as planar graphs. We describe optimal PRAM algorithms for 
the connected components, spanning tree, biconnected components, and strong 
orientation problems that work on classes of undirected graphs including planar 
graphs and graphs of bounded genus. The running times achieved for n-vertex input 
graphs are O(logn) on the CRCW PRAM and O(log n log* n) on the EREW 
PRAM. We also give (non-optimal) randomized EREW PRAM algorithms using 
O(logn) time and n processors, and non-uniform deterministic EREW PRAM 
algorithms using O(log n) time and O(n’) processors. !c j  1990 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION 
We consider in this paper the problems below. An instance of each 
problem is defined by an undirected input graph G = (V, E) which, except 
in the case of problem (1) will be assumed to be connected. 
(1) The connected components problem: Compute an array 
I;: V + V such that for all U, u E V, F[u] = F[v] if and only if u and u 
belong to the same connected component of G. 
(2) The biconnected components problem: Compute an array 
B: E -+ E such that for all e,, e2 E E, B[e,] = B[e,] if and only if e, and e2 
belong to the same biconnected component of G. 
(3) The undirected spanning tree problem: Compute the edge set of 
an undirected spanning tree of G. 
(4) The directed spanning tree problem: For some directed spanning 
tree T of G, compute the parent of each non-root vertex in T. 
(5) The strong orientation problem: Direct the edges in E in such a 
way that the resulting directed graph is strongly connected. For this to be 
* Supported by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft, SFB 124, TP B2, VLSI Entwurfs- 
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possible, G must be bridgeless (i.e., each edge in G must be part of a simple 
cycle ). 
It has been known for some time that for graphs with n vertices and m 
edges, all of the above problems can be solved in O(log n) time on a 
CRCW PRAM with O(n + m) processors. However, since the problems are 
trivially solved in linear sequential time, this is a factor of @(log n) away 
from being optimal. (Gazit, 1986) described a randomized CRCW PRAM 
algorithm that with high probability solves the connected components 
problem in O(log n) time with an optimal number of processors, and (Cole 
and Vishkin, 1986b, 1988b) have given deterministic logarithmic-time 
CRCW PRAM algorithms for the above problems which are optimal, 
provided that the input graphs are sufficiently dense. However, the 
algorithms of (Cole and Vishkin, 1986b, 1988b) are complicated, and they 
are not optimal when applied to very sparse graphs. We complement the 
results of Cole and Vishkin by giving deterministic logarithmic-time 
algorithms for the problems which are optimal for certain classes of very 
sparse graphs, namely those that are linearly contractible in the sense of 
the following. 
DEFINITION. A class 9 of undirected graphs is called linearly contrac- 
tible if 
(1) There exists a constant K E N such that for all G = ( V, E) in 9, 
[El 6KIVI. 
(2) 3 is closed under taking of minors, i.e., every subgraph and every 
elementary contraction of a graph in 9 is in 9. An elementary contraction 
of an undirected graph G = (V, E) is a graph obtained from G by 
contracting two adjacent vertices u and v to a single vertex, i.e., by 
replacing u and v by a new vertex z joined to exactly those vertices in 
F’\ {u, o} that are adjacent to at least one of u and v in G. 
Examples of linearly contractible graph classes are the class of planar 
graphs and classes of graphs of bounded genus (Bollobas, 1978).’ 
The fastest known CREW PRAM algorithms solving the above 
problems on general undirected graphs with n vertices and m edges have 
running times of O((log n)*), and the number of processors required to 
achieve these running times is O(min{ (n + m)/log n, n2/(log n)*}) (Chin, 
Lam, and Chen, 1982; Nath and Maheshwari, 1982; Tsin and Chin, 1984; 
Tarjan and Vishkin, 1985; Koubek and KrSdakova, 1985). When m = O(n), 
‘An earlier version of the present paper (Hagerup, 1988a) used, instead of linearly 
contractible, a more general notion of f(n)-contractible. An Appendix explains why this 
concept was abandoned. 
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this again misses optimality by a factor of @(log n). Leiserson and Phillips 
(1987) have given deterministic and randomized n-processor EREW 
PRAM algorithms with running times of O(log n log* n) and O(log n), 
respectively. Their algorithms, however, work only on the very restricted 
classes of bounded-degree graphs of bounded genus, or, alternatively, on 
(arbitrary-degree) planar graphs with known planar embeddings, and they 
are still not optimal. We remove the restriction on degrees and reduce the 
number of processors needed in the deterministic case, thereby obtaining 
optimal deterministic EREW PRAM algorithms with running times of 
O(log n log* n) as well as (non-optimal) randomized n-processor EREW 
PRAM algorithms with running times of O(log n) and non-uniform 
deterministic EREW PRAM algorithms using O(log n) time and 0(n2) 
processors (actually, the processor bound in the latter case is slightly 
better). Our algorithms work on arbitrary linearly contractible graph 
classes. Recent related work is reported in (Phillips, 1989). 
Our CRCW PRAM and EREW PRAM algorithms for the connected 
components and the closely related undirected spanning tree problems are 
presented in Sections 3 and 4, respectively, while Section 5 gives efficient 
reductions of the remaining problems to the connected components and 
undirected spanning tree problems. 
Many algorithms with input graphs drawn from a linearly contractible 
class derive from the input graph a sequence of successively smaller graphs 
(Dadoun and Kirkpatrick, 1987; Leiserson and Phillips, 1987; Hagerup, 
Chrobak, and Diks, 1989). Although in many cases multiple edges arise 
naturally in this process, it is common to require the derived graphs to be 
simple, since otherwise they may not be as sparse as necessary. This means 
that duplicate edges must be either explicitly avoided, as in (Leiserson and 
Phillips, 1987; Hagerup, Chrobak, and Diks, 1989) or removed as soon as 
they occur, as in our algorithm in Section 3. Using a new approach, our 
algorithms in Section 4 allow the derived graphs to develop freely into mul- 
tigraphs. As a major step towards proving the algorithms correct, we derive 
an interesting property of multigraphs with linearly contractible corre- 
sponding simple graphs: Informally speaking, if such a multigraph contains 
few low-degree vertices, then a constant fraction of its duplicate edges can 
be identified in constant time. This result may have applications in other 
cases where it is difficult to prevent simple graphs from turning into multi- 
graphs. 
2. DEFINITIONS AND NOTATION 
We assume familiarity with basic notions related to directed and undirected 
(multi)graphs, but introduce below some notation and terminology that 
may be less standard. 
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When I/ is a set and k E (1,2), we denote by 9&J V) the set of subsets 
of V of size exactly k. Let G = (V, E) be a (multi)graph. If G is directed, an 
edge of G is an element of Vx V, while if G is undirected, we take a (self) 
loop and a non-loop edge of G to be an element of, respectively, q’(,,( V) 
and PC2)( V). When nothing else is stated, graphs introduced in the follow- 
ing are intended to be simple and undirected. A (simple) graph is one that 
contains neither loops nor multiple edges. A multigraph G = (I’, E) may 
have multiple edges and loops, i.e., E is a multi-subset of 9$,,(V) u .9&J V). 
Its corresponding simple graph G’ = (V, E’) is obtained from G by removing 
all loops and all duplicate edges, i.e., E’ is the (simple) set consisting of 
those non-loop edges that are contained in E (at least once). By an inde- 
pendent set in a simple graph G = (V, E) we always mean an independent 
vertex set in G, i.e., a set I” c V of vertices, no two of which are adjacent 
in G. 
Given a directed edge e = (u, u), u and u are, respectively, the tail and the 
head of e, while the directed edge (u, U) is called the reverse of e. The 
undirected version of e is the undirected edge {u, v}. On the other hand, the 
directed versions of an undirected edge {u, v} are the two directed edges 
(u, u) and (u, u). The dart set of an undirected (multi)graph G = (I’, E) is 
the (multi)set of size 2 (El obtained by forming the union over all e E E, 
without removal of duplicate elements, of the set of directed versions of e. 
A dart of G is an element of its dart set. 
Let u be a vertex in a (multi)graph G. Then degree,(u) (if G is undirected) 
and indegree, and outdegree, (if G is directed) denote, respectively, 
the degree, the indegree, and the outdegree of u in G. Finally, when 
G = (V, E) is an undirected (multi)graph, we define its size, denoted by (Cl, 
to be the quantity 1 VI + 2 JEl. 
Given an undirected (multi)graph G = (V, E), we may define an equiv- 
alence relation 2 on I/ by letting 
u 2 u o there is a path in G from u to v, 
for all U, v E K The connected componentscof G are the sub(multi)graphs 
of G spanned by the equivalence classes of - . Given a finite set V # 125 and 
a function R V-+ V, the graph induced by F is the (simple) directed graph 
G,=(V, {(u, F(u))E I/x VlF(u)#u}). 
If G, is acyclic, F will be called a forest function on l’. In this case G, is 
a collection of disjoint directed trees called the trees in G,. For UE I’, let 
RF(U) denote the root of the tree in G, containing U, i.e., the unique vertex 
in the tree of outdegree 0. 
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Given an undirected (multi)graph G = (V, E) and a forest function F on 
V, F is said to respect G if 
vu, UE v: (RF(U)=RF(V)JU 2 v). 
If F respects G, a tree in G, is called complete (with respect to G) if its 
vertex set is identical to that of a connected component of G. 
Let F be a forest function respecting G, and let R = {RF(u) ( u E V} be the 
set of roots of trees in G,. The supervertex graph induced by F is the simple 
undirected graph 
CR ({u, ~}~~&Wuf uand3{x,y}EE:RF(x)=u 
and R,(y) = v}). 
The vertices of the supervertex graph are called supervertices. 
An isolated vertex in a (multi)graph is a vertex with no incident edges. 
Given a (multi)graph G, the (multi)graph obtained from G by the 
removal of all isolated vertices will be called the non-isolated part of G. 
Such (multi)graphs can be represented in a particularly simple way. When 
G = (V, E) is an undirected (multi)graph without isolated vertices, we 
represent the darts of G by the integers 1, . . . . 2 I,!?[ and store for each dart 
its tail and head. In other words, a representation of G is a triple (m, T, H), 
where m=2 [El and T, H: { 1, . . . . m} + V are arrays such that for some 
bijection cp from the dart set D of G to { 1, . . . . m}, T[q(e)] =u, and 
H[q(e)] = u, for all darts e = (u, v) E D. We consider two different represen- 
tations: 
(1) The unordered representation. Here no further restrictions are 
placed on T and H. 
(2) The ordered representation. This is essentially the representation 
used in (Cole and Vishkin, 1986b, 1988b). We stipulate that the darts 
leaving a given vertex are represented by consecutive integers, i.e., 
Vi, j, k E { 1, . . . . m} : (i<j< k and T[i] = T[k] + T[j] = T[i]). 
A third graph representation, the incidence list representation, will be 
described in Section 4. 
A PRAM (parallel RAM) is a machine consisting of a finite number p 
of processors (RAMS) operating synchronously on an infinite global 
memory consisting of cells numbered 1,2, . . . . We assume that the pro- 
cessors are numbered 1 , . . . . p and that each processor is able to access its 
own number. In each step, the processors may carry out local computation, 
or they may access the global memory. All processors execute the same 
program. We usually require this program to be independent of the size of 
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the input, but in the case of a non-uniform algorithm, this assumption is 
dropped. A non-uniform algorithm may hence be viewed as an infinite 
collection of programs, one for each possible input size. 
We use the unit-cost model in which each memory cell can hold integers 
of size polynomial in the size of the input and each processor is able to 
carry out usual arithmetic operations including sign test, addition, subtrac- 
tion and arbitrary bit shifts (i.e., multiplication and integer division by 
powers of 2), but not necessarily general multiplication and integer divi- 
sion, on such numbers in constant time. We also assume the availability of 
(unit-time) instructions for arbitrary bitwise logical operations on integers, 
which are then considered as represented in the binary number system (e.g., 
2’s complement). Each processor of a randomized PRAM, finally, has a 
unit-time instruction that generates a random number drawn from the 
uniform distribution over (0, 11. The successive random numbers 
generated by a processor are independent of each other and of the random 
numbers generated by other processors. 
Various PRAM models have been introduced, differing in the conven- 
tions regarding concurrent reading and writing, i.e., attempts by several 
processors to access the same memory cell in the same step (see, e.g., 
Eppstein and Galil, 1988). The EREW PRAM allows no memory cell to be 
accessed simultaneously by more than one processor. The CREW PRAM 
allows unrestricted concurrent reading, but forbids concurrent writing, i.e., 
several processors may not attempt to write to the same cell in the same 
step. The CRCW PRAM, finally, allows both concurrent reading and con- 
current writing. We use here the ARBITRARY CRCW PRAM (Fich, Ragde, 
and Wigderson, 1988), defined by the property that when several pro- 
cessors try to write to the same memory cell in the same step, then one of 
them succeeds (i.e., the value that it attempts to write will actually be 
present in the cell after the write step). Any algorithm must work correctly 
regardless of which one of the competing processors is successful. 
A parallel algorithm for a given problem using p(n) processors and time 
T(n) on inputs of size n is said to be optimal if its time-processor product 
p(n)T(n) is at most a constant factor larger than the running time of the 
fastest known sequential algorithm to solve the problem. All logarithms in 
the paper are to base 2. 
3. CONNECTED COMPONENTS ON THE CRCW PRAM 
We first explain how our algorithm differs from previous algorithms for 
the connected components problem, and then we proceed to describe the 
algorithm in a self-contained and more formal way. 
Most parallel algorithms to compute the connected components of an 
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undirected graph G = (V, E) maintain a forest function F on V respecting 
G. G, is called the pointer graph. Initially each vertex in the pointer graph 
forms a tree by itself, and the goal is to repeatedly combine trees until 
finally each surviving tree is complete. A tree may grow by letting its root 
r hook itself onto a vertex u in an adjacent tree (i.e., F[r] := u), or by being 
hooked to by roots of adjacent trees. Here two trees are called adjacent if 
their roots are adjacent in the supervertex graph induced by F. Care must 
be taken to prevent simultaneous hookings by several vertices from intro- 
ducing cycles into the pointer graph. In order for an edge to be able to 
cause a hooking, the root of at least one of the trees containing its 
endpoints must be known. Hence hooking steps alternate with shortcutting 
steps, in which the height of the trees in the pointer graph is reduced by 
means of pointer doubling (i.e., F[u] := F[F[u]], for all UE V) with the 
aim of turning each tree into a star, a tree of height at most 1, whose root 
can be determined in constant time from any vertex in the tree. 
In the first algorithms of this kind (Hirschberg, Chandra, and Sarwate, 
1979; Chin, Lam, and Chen, 1982), trees in the pointer graph were reduced 
to stars after each hooking step. Since a hooking step potentially creates 
trees of height O(n), n being the number of vertices in the graph, @(log n) 
shortcutting steps were needed after each hooking step in order to ensure 
the star property. A time bound of O((log n)2) for the whole algorithm 
followed from the need to perform @(log n) hooking steps. Shiloach and 
Vishkin (1982) later designed an algorithm with a running time of 
O(log n), which follows each hooking step by only 0( 1) shortcutting steps. 
Our algorithm also maintains a collection of trees that expand through 
hooking. The differences are as follows: (1) When a vertex stops being the 
root of its tree, its incident edges are transferred to the root of its tree. This 
means that unlike most earlier algorithms, our algorithm explicitly 
manipulates the supervertex graph, or rather its non-isolated part. Since 
the number of incomplete trees decreases geometrically, the non-isolated 
part of the supervertex graph rapidly becomes smaller (note that a super- 
vertex is isolated exactly if the corresponding tree in the pointer graph is 
complete), and the result is a more economical use of the available 
processors. Essential in achieving this goal is a new parallel prefix sums 
algorithm by Cole and Vishkin (1986b, 1989); (2) The hooking steps are 
modified to create stars instead of trees of arbitrary height. 
Let us say that a problem instance P, can be reduced to another instance 
P2 in time T with p processors if time T and p processors s&ice to con- 
struct the input to P, from the input to P, and to deduce a solution to P, 
from any solution to P,. Our algorithm will be cast in the framework of 
the following. 
LEMMA 1. Letf: R, -+R+ be a convexfunction with lim, _ ic f(x) = co, 
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and let 9’ be a class oj. problem instances, each of which has an associated 
size E N. Suppose that 
(1) Problem instances in 9 of size n can be solved in O(log n) time 
with O(f(n)) processors. 
(2) There are constants c < 1 and n, E N such that any PE 9 of size 
n >, no can be reduced in O(log n/log log n) time with O(f(n) log log n/log n) 
processors to a problem instance Y(P) E 9 of size at most cn. 
Then problem instances in 9 of size n can be solved in O(log n) time with 
O(f(n)/log n) processors. In particular, if f (n) = n and tf the notion of size 
has been chosen reasonably, then problem instances in 9 can be solved 
optimally in logarithmic time. 
Remark. This useful principle has been employed before (Cole and 
Vishkin, 1989) but it seems to not have previously been formulated 
explicitly. 
Proof. Replacing F by Y” for a suitable constant h E N, we may 
assume that c = 4. Given a problem instance P, E 9 of size n, execute the 
following algorithm (letting !P(P) = P for all PE B of size <n,): 
(1) k:=rloglognl; 
(2) for i := 1 to k 
(3) do construct the input to P, = Y( Pip ,); 
(4) Solve P,; 
(5) for i := k downto 1 
(6) do obtain a solution to P,- , from the solution to Pi. 
By assumption (2), the size of Pk is bounded by max{n,, n/log n}. Hence 
by assumption (1) line (4) can be executed in O(log n) time with 
0( f (n/log n)) = 0( f (n)/log n) processors. Using 0( f (n)/log n) processors, 
the ith execution of line (3), for i = 1, . . . . k, takes time 
o f(2-‘n)logn+ 
( 
logn 
f(n) log log n > cc 
=o 2-‘+ l 
log log n > > 
logn , 
and the execution time of the entire loop in lines (2b(3) is 
l 
log log n 
= O(log n). 
The same time bound holds for the loop in lines (5b(6), giving a total 
execution time of O(iog n). 1 
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Now let G, = (I’,,, E,) be a simple undirected input graph with n, vertices 
and m,, darts. Since the handling of isolated vertices is trivial, we may 
assume that GO contains no isolated vertices and is given by a triple 
(m,, HO, TO) according to the unordered representation defined in Sec- 
tion 2. In order to apply Lemma 1, we must describe the construction of a 
reduced graph G, and indicate how to derive a solution to the connected 
components problem for GO from one for G,. Note the recursive algorithm 
structure implicit in this description. 
G, is constructed by Steps l-8 below. Most steps are supposed to be 
executed concurrently by several processors. This is indicated via the 
construction 
for i in { 1, . . . . f} pardo S 
which means that the statement S should be executed for i= 1, . . . . 1. No 
particular processor allocation is implied. It is thus not necessarily the case 
that 1 processors are available, and that the kth processor, for k = 1, . . . . I, 
executes the statement with i = k. Indeed, the saving in the number of pro- 
cessors derives mainly from careful attention to the question of processor 
allocation. 
Note that actions that are logically associated with a vertex are executed 
simultaneously by one processor for each edge incident on the vertex. 
Although somewhat wasteful, this allows a certain simplification of the 
algorithm since there is no need to introduce processors associated with the 
vertices. 
Step 1. for i in { 1, . . . . m,} pardo FOITO[i]] := 7’,[i]; 
Comment. The forest function F, is initialized by making each vertex a 
trivial tree. 
Step 2. for i in { 1, . . . . m,} pardo F’[ T,[i]] := H,,[i]; 
Comment. Concurrent writing is used to choose for each ME VO a 
neighbour of u onto which it might hook itself. 
Step 3. Let Is V, be an independent set of size at least n,/6 in the 
graph induced by F’; 
Comment. Z is the set of vertices that will be hooked onto other vertices. 
It is computed as follows: Delete from G,, the at most n,/2 vertices of 
indegree > 1 and let I be a maximal independent set in the resulting graph, 
which is a collection of disjoint simple paths and simple cycles. 
Step 4. for i in (1, . . . . m,} pardo 
if T,[~]EZ then FOITO[iJ] :=F’[T,[i]]; 
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Comment. The actual hooking. Since I is independent, all trees in G, 
are stars after this step. 
Step 5. for i in { 1, . . . . mo} pardo 
begin T,[i] := F,[ TO[i]]; Hl[i] := F,JH,Ji]]; end; 
Comment. Each edge (u, o} E E, is transformed into the edge 
(RF&u), RF,,(~)) joining the roots of the trees containing u and U. Let G’ be 
the multigraph represented by (m,, T,, H,) after Step 5. Steps 6-8 serve to 
turn G’ into its corresponding simple graph G 1. 
Step 6. 
for i in { 1, . . . . mO} pardo ZD[i] := (if T,[i] = H,[i] then 0 else 1); 
for i in { 1, . . . . m,) pardo ACT, [i], H, [i]] := i; 
for i in (1, . . . . m,} pardoifA[T,[i], H,[i]]#ithenZ,[i] :=O; 
Comment. Loops and duplicate edges in G’ are marked for later removal. 
I,: { 1, . . . . m,} + (0, 1) and A: V,, x V, + { 1, . . . . m,} are auxiliary arrays. 
Concurrent writing to A is used to select exactly one among the darts with 
given tail and head. 
Step 7. for i in { 1, . . . . m,} pardo S,[i] :=C,= 1 ZD[j]; 
Comment. For each dart, the number of unmarked darts preceding it in 
the list of darts is computed into an auxiliary array S,: { 1, . . . . m,} -+ 
(0, . . . . m,). 
Step 8. 
for i in (1, . . . . m,} pardo if ZD[i] = 1 then 
begin T,[S,[i]] := Tl[i]; H,[S,[i]] :=Z-Z,[i];end; 
ml := S,[m,]; 
Comment. The unmarked darts are moved to initial segments of the 
arrays T, and Hr. This in effect deletes the marked darts. m, becomes the 
number of remaining darts. 
Let G, = (V,, E,) be the simple graph represented by (m,, T,, H,) after 
Step 8, and let F, be the result of solving the connected components 
problem on Gr, i.e., 
GI 
F,[u]=F,[v]ou - u, for all U, 0 E Y, . 
A solution to the original problem may then be computed simply by 
executing 
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Step 9. for i in (1, . . . . m,} pardo 
if F,,[TO[i]] E V, then F,,[T,,[i]] := F, 
Comment. Shortcutting through pointer doubling. 
C&CWiI 
LEMMA 2. After the execution of Step 9, 
II; 
u 2 ue F,,[u] = FJv], for all u,vE VO. 
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Proof: Let F denote the value of F. at the end of Step 8. For all 
u, u E V,, u and v belong to the same connected component of G, if and 
only if RF(U) and RF(u) belong to the same connected component of the 
supervertex graph G* induced by F. Since G, is the non-isolated part of 
G*, we have at the end of Step 9, 
u 2 u o RF(u) = RF(o) or (RAu) E V,, RF(v) E V,, and RF(U) 2 RF(u)) 
oF[u]=F[u]or(F[u]E V,,F[V]E V1,andF,[F[u]]=F1[F[u]]) 
- Fo;ocul = FoCul. I 
THEOREM 1. On n-uertex input graphs drawn from a linearly contractible 
class 9 and given according to the unordered representation, the connected 
components and undirected spanning tree problems can be solved in O(log n) 
time on a CRCW PRAM with O(nllog n) processors. 
ProoJ Use the procedure given above, which was already shown to 
correctly determine the connected components of the input graph. The 
computation of a maximal independent set in Step 3 can be carried out in 
O(log n/log log n) time with O(n log log n/log n) processors. Step 7 calls for 
a prefix sums computation, which can be done within the same time and 
processor bounds. Both of these results are due to Cole and Vishkin (1989). 
All other steps can be executed trivially in O(1) time with n processors, and 
hence in O(log n/log log n) time with O(n log log n/log n) processors. The 
graph G, constructed by Steps 1-8 clearly is in ‘Z? and has at most snO ver- 
tices. Since, furthermore, the connected components problem can be solved 
on n-vertex graphs in 9 in O(log n) time with n processors (Shiloach and 
Vishkin, 1982), the first part of the theorem follows from Lemma 1. 
The connected components algorithm is easily extended to also compute 
an undirected spanning tree of each connected component of the input 
graph. As has been observed often before, it suffices to mark as a tree edge 
each edge of the input graph that, possibly after many transformations in 
Step 5, causes a hooking. 1 
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Remark. If vertices are represented by integers of size 0(n), the result 
of (Hagerup, 1988b) allows the algorithm to be implemented to use 
O(n’ +’ ) space, for any fixed E > 0. 
The algorithm described in this section will be referred to in Section 4 as 
“algorithm CRCW.” 
4. CONNECTED COMPONENTS ON THE EREW PRAM 
In this section we assume input graphs to be given according to the 
ordered representation, but our algorithms internally use a more flexible 
representation that we call the incidence list representation and that we now 
proceed to describe (see Fig. 1 for an example). The incidence list represen- 
tation is more of less standard, but its details are seldom given. All multi- 
graphs in this section are without loops. 
Let us first define a bit vector representation of a finite set VE hl to be 
a pair (N, IV), where max V < NE N and I,: { 1, . . . . NJ + (0, 1> is an array 
with Z,,[x] = 1 for all XE V, and Z,[x] = 0 for all x E .( 1, . . . . N)\ V. The 
incidence list representation assumes both vertices and darts to be 
represented by positive integers, and we shall henceforth not distinguish 
between vertices and darts and their associated integer names. Given an 
undirected (multi)graph G = (V, E) with dart set D, we define an incidence 
list representation of G to be a tuple (N, Iv, m, I,, T, H, First, Next, 
Cross), where (N, I,) and (m, IO) are bit vector representations of V and 
D, respectively, T and H map each dart to its tail and head, respectively, 
as in the (un)ordered representation, and First: V -+ D u (nil} and 
Next: D + D u {nil} organize the set of darts with tail U, for all u E V, into 
7 4 
v  
2 
0 5 
N : 
I” : 
7ll: 
ID : 
T: 
H: 
First : 
Next : 
Cross : 
10 110 0 111 o/ 
7 2 4 4 2 2 
2 4 2 2 7 4 
9 4 0 1 
0 8 7 0 0 3 
8 7 9 3 1 4 
FIG. 1. An undirected multigraph G and an incidence list representation of G. 
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a list called the incidence list of u: For some ordering e,, . . . . ek of the 
darts leaving U, First[u] = nil if k = 0, and otherwise First[u] = e, , 
Next[ek] = nil, and NextCeil = ei+ ,, for i= 1, . . . . k- 1. Here nil is 
represented by a special value such as 0. Finally, Cross: D -+ D is an array 
with Cross[Cross[e]] =e and T[Cross[e]] = H[e], for all eE D. Cross 
implements what is known as cross links. In the case of a simple graph, 
Cross simply maps each dart to its reverse, while for a multigraph a dart 
with tail u and head u is arbitrarily paired with a dart with tail u and 
head u. 
In keeping with common practice, we frequently do not distinguish 
between a (multi)graph G = (V, E) and its representation. In particular, we 
may identify E with the set of pairs of darts defined by the cross links of 
the representation. This allows us to speak of the directed versions of an 
undirected edge even in the case of a multigraph. The description of our 
algorithm will not make explicit reference to the arrays of the incidence list 
representation. It will, however, be formulated at an only slightly more 
abstract level, whose meaning in terms of the representation will be clear. 
For instance, to “mark as deleted” a vertex represented by some integer i 
means to execute Zy[i] :=O. 
Given an incidence list representation (N, I,, m, I,, T, H, First, Next, 
Cross) of a (multi)graph G = ( V, E) with dart set D, we call N + m the size 
of the representation. If this number coincides with the size of G, i.e., if 
v= (1, . ..) N} and D = { 1, . . . . m}, the representation is said to be compact. 
Translating this notion to the context of Section 3, the unordered represen- 
tation used there may be viewed as always compact, and algorithm CRCW 
recompacts the representation (Steps 7 and 8) whenever it has been 
modified. It is easy to see that incidence list representations can be 
compacted in a similar manner by means of prefix sums computations. The 
compaction entails a renaming of vertices and darts to consecutive integers 
starting at 1, and it is generally necessary to maintain tables relating old 
and new names. This, however, is easy and does not influence our time 
bounds. 
If we try to implement algorithm CRCW on an EREW PRAM, we 
encounter the following difficulties: 
(1) Step 2 uses concurrent writing to choose a unique neighbour for 
each vertex. However, since it is trivial to pick the first element of each 
incidence list, our choice of the incidence list representation makes this 
problem disappear. 
(2) In Step 3, it is no longer clear how to test whether the indegree 
of a given vertex is > 1. We circumvent difficulties of this kind by admitting 
to I only vertices whose degree in G, is bounded by a certain constant. In 
addition, we compute Z by a somewhat different method. 
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(3) The computation of a maximal independent set in Step 3 and 
the prefix sums computation in Step 7 can no longer be done in time 
O(log n/log log n), but only in time O(log n). We counter this problem 
partly by paying the price of a slightly larger running time, partly by using 
prefix sums computations sparingly, and partly by resorting to a faster, 
though non-optimal, maximal independent set algorithm. The same 
approach was used in (Cole and Vishkin, 1986a) and in (Hagerup, 
Chrobak, and Diks, 1989). 
(4) While in Step 6 loops can easily be marked, it is not obvious how 
to detect duplicate edges without the use of concurrent writing. We deal 
with this issue first and show, somewhat surprisingly, that multiple edges 
can be tolerated, although the resulting multigraphs may have many more 
edges than their corresponding simple graphs. 
Given an incidence list representation p = (N, I,, m, I,, T, H, First, Next, 
Cross) of an undirected multigraph G = (V, E) with dart set D, let the 
incidence list graph corresponding to p be the undirected simple graph L, 
on the vertex set D which contains an edge {e,, e2} Ebb) exactly if e, 
and e, are consecutive in some incidence list of p, i.e., if Next[e, ] = e, or 
Next[e,] = e,. For e,, e2 E E, let us say that e, and e, touch in p exactly 
if some directed version of e, is adjacent to some directed version of e2 in 
L,. A given edge obviously touches at most four other edges. 
For b E FJJ, we shall also make use of an undirected simple graph LIP’ 
which, for lack of a better name, we shall call the distance b grouping graph 
corresponding to p. Its vertex set is E, and it contains an edge 
{e, , e2} E q2,( E) exactly if e, and e, have the same endpoints, and there is 
a path of length ,<b in L, from some directed version of e, to some 
directed version of e, and passing through no internal vertex (i.e., element 
of D) with the same endpoints as e, and e2. Informally speaking, we would 
like to group all edges with given endpoints u and o into a single connected 
component; doing this exactly being too expensive, we resort to the 
O(b)-time computable approximation L, . (“. An edge looks a distance of at 
most b away in the relevant incidence lists in its attempt to find another 
edge with the same endpoints. 
Our handle on the multigraphs arising during the execution of the algo- 
rithm will be an additional “thinning-out” step designed to remove a large 
number of redundant edges. By way of motivation for the following 
lemma, note that given an incidence list representation p of an undirected 
multigraph G and its distance b grouping graph Lr’, one can safely remove 
from G all edges, except one, from each connected component of Lr’, 
without affecting the connected components of G. Hence edges of G that 
are not isolated in L, (‘I offer some potential for removal. 
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LEMMA 3. Let K, b E N, let G = (V, E) be an undirected multigraph with 
the property that the minimum vertex degree of the corresponding simple 
graph G, and of every subgraph of G, is < (K + 1 ), and let Lb”’ be the 
distance b grouping graph of some incidence list representation p of G. Call 
an edge e E E good exactly tf e either has an endpoint of degree <b in G, or 
else is not isolated in LIP’. Then the number of good edges in G is at least 
(l/2 - 3K/b) [El. 
Proof Label the vertices in V with distinct integers in such a way that 
no vertex has more than K higher-numbered neighbours in G. This can be 
done by repeatedly removing a vertex with at most K neighbours, possible 
by the condition on G,, and numbering the vertices consecutively in the 
order of their removal. 
Let G be the directed multigraph obtained by directing each edge 
of G from its lower-numbered to its higher-numbered endpoint, and let G, 
be its corresponding simple graph. Each edge e of G hence has exactly 
one directed version e’ in G. Call Z good exactly if e is good, and bad 
otherwise. Also define a vertex u E V to be out-dominant if indegree6(u) < 
2 . outdegree,-( and call an edge in G useful exactly if the tail of its 
directed version in G’ is out-dominant. It is easy to see that at least half of 
the edges in G are useful. 
Consider an out-dominant vertex u. If the degree of u in G is 6 b, then 
all edges of G incident on u are good. Otherwise divide the incidence list 
of u in p into rdegree,(u)/bl blocks of consecutive darts, each of size at 
most b. Since the outdegree of u in G, is at most K, clearly each block can 
contain at most K bad edges belonging to c’. And since u is out-dominant, 
outdegree6(u) > 4 degree,(u). It follows that the number of good edges 
leaving u in G is at least 
outdegreeJu) -K 
ldegreheGY 
>, outdegreec(u) - 2K 
degree,(u) 
b 
> outdegreec(u) - 6K 
outdegree6( u) 
b 
. 
We may conclude that the proportion of good edges among the useful 
edges is at least 1 - 6K/b. Finally, since at least half of all edges in G are 
useful, the overall proportion of good edges is at least l/2 - 3K/b. 1 
We now turn to the algorithm itself. As mentioned above, we assume as 
input an undirected simple graph belonging to a linearly contractible class 
‘3. We can assume that the input graph has no isolated vertices, and we 
convert its representation initially to a compact incidence list representa- 
tion. This is trivial, except for the computation of cross links, which can be 
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done as described in (Hagerup, Chrobak, and Diks, 1989). For the general 
recursive step, let G, = (V,, E,) be an undirected multigraph whose corre- 
sponding simple graph belongs to Y. Furthermore, G, has no isolated 
vertices, and it is given by a (not necessarily compact) incidence list 
representation of size N. Choose KE N such that 2 \E( d K 1 VI for all 
graphs (V, E) in Y, let b = 12K and consider the following procedure, the 
first three steps of which implement the “thinning-out” mentioned above. 
( 1) Construct the. distance b grouping graph Lbh’ of G, and compute 
a maximal independent set J’ in the non-isolated part of Lr’. 
(2) Construct the simple undirected graph L’ on the vertex set J’ 
which contains an edge {e, , e2} E qZ)(J’) exactly if e, and e2 touch, and let 
J be a maximal independent set in L’. 
(3) Remove from G, all edges belonging to J. More precisely, mark 
as deleted the directed versions of all edges in J and splice them out of their 
respective incidence lists. Call the resulting multigraph Gb. 
(4) Let V’ be the set of vertices in Gb of degree <b. 
(5) Construct the undirected simple graph G’ on the vertex set V’ 
which contains an edge {u, u> ~q~,( V’) exactly if u and u are adjacent in 
Gb, or if some edge incident on u touches some edge incident on v. 
(6) Compute a maximal independent set I in G’. 
(7) For all UEI, let F,,[u] be a neighbour of u in Gb. 
(8) For all UEZ, contract u and F,,[u]. More precisely, mark u as 
deleted, change to FO[u] each dart endpoint equal to U, and splice the 
former incidence list of u into the incidence list of FO[u]. Finally inspect 
again the darts accessed in this step and mark as deleted and splice out 
those that were changed into loops. 
(9) Mark as deleted all isolated vertices and let G, = (V,, E,) be the 
resulting multigraph. 
Provided that darts as well as vertices are labeled with an identification of 
their connected component, it is not difficult to see that the connected 
components of G, can be computed from those of G, in O(1) time using 
N processors. The following two lemmas express the remaining essential 
properties of the reduction. 
LEMMA 4. For some constant C-=C 1, (Gr[ be (G,(. 
Proof. First observe that a maximal independent set in an undirected 
n-vertex graph with maximum degree d contains at least n/(d + 1) vertices. 
Since clearly the maximum degrees of Lff’ and L’ are bounded by 4, a first 
application of this fact gives that IJ( > t/25, where t is the number of edges 
of G, that are not isolated in La’. 
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Let s = ) V’I. It is not difficult to see that the maximum degree of G’ 
is at most 36. Hence 111 Z s/(3b + 1). Note that Gb contains at least as 
many vertices of degree <b as does Go. Hence by Lemma 3, bs + t > 
(l/2 - 3K/b) ]&,I = )E,1/4. But since /J\ edges are removed in Step 3, while 
at least 111 edges (those joining u and PO[u], for some u E I) turn into loops 
and are removed in Step 8, we have 
Finally, since G, has no isolated vertices, 2 1 E, 1 2 1 V, 1 and hence 
( 1 IG~I=I~1I+2I~,I~ l-8bt3b+l) (IV,1 +2 lEoI) 
1 
’ ’ - 8b(36 + 1) > 
IGol. I 
LEMMA 5. The resources required to compute G, from Go are dominated 
by those neededfor a constant number of computations of maximal independ- 
ent sets in graphs of bounded degree and with representations of size O(N). 
Proof As argued in the proof of Lemma 4, the graphs in which maxi- 
mal independent sets are computed are indeed of bounded degree, and it 
is easy to see that the remaining steps can be executed in constant time 
with N processors. The only potential troublespot is the splicing out of 
edges that have been deleted in Steps 3 and 8, but we have explicitly 
ensured that touching edges need never be removed simultaneously. fi 
Our optimal deterministic EREW PRAM algorithm is derived from the 
lemma below which, although not formulated there, is essentially what was 
proved in (Hagerup, Chrobak, and Diks, 1989, Section 4). The lemma may 
be viewed as based on the accelerating cascades technique introduced in 
(Cole and Vishkin, 1986a). 
LEMMA 6. Let 9 be a class of problem instances, and let size, 
Size: 9 + N be two functions. Suppose that there are constants c < i and 
n, E N such that 
(1) Every P E 9 with size(P) > n, and Size(P) = N can be reduced in 
O(log* N) time with N processors to a problem instance P’ E 9’ with 
size( P’) < c . size(P) and Size( P’) < N. 
(2) Every P E 9 with size(P) 2 no and Size(P) = N can be reduced in 
O(log N) time with O(N/log N) processors to a problem instance P’ E 9 with 
size( P’) < c size(P) and Size( P’) < N. 
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(3) Every PE Y with Size(P) = N can be reduced in O(log N) time 
with O(N/log N) processors to a problem instance P’ E B with size(P’) = 
Size( P’) = size(P). 
(4) Every P E 9 with Size(P) < n, can be solved in constant time with 
one processor. 
Then problem instances P E .Y with size(P) = Size(P) = n can be solved in 
O(log n log* n) time with O(n/(log n log* n)) processors. 
THEOREM 2. On n-vertex input graphs drawn from a linearly contractible 
class 9 and given according to the ordered representation, the connected 
components and undirected spanning tree problems can be solved in 
O(log n log* n) time on an EREW PRAM with O(n/(log n log* n)) 
processors. 
ProoJ We apply Lemma 6, whereby a problem in 9 is given by (an 
incidence list representation of) an undirected multigraph G without 
isolated vertices and whose corresponding simple graph belongs to Y. If P 
denotes the problem defined by such a multigraph G, let size(P) and 
Size(P) be the size of G and the size of its representation, respectively. Then 
requirement (4) of Lemma 6 is trivial, and (3) is satisfied because incidence 
list representations can be compacted by means of prefix sums computa- 
tions, as discussed in the beginning of this section. Requirements (1) and 
(2), finally, follow from Lemmas 4 and 5 above and Lemma 7 below. [ 
LEMMA 7. Given an incidence list representation of size N of a bounded- 
degree graph G, a maximal independent set in G can be computed by an 
EREW PRAM 
(a) in time O(log* N) with N processors. 
(b) in time O(log N) with O(N/log N) processors. 
Proof: (a) is the contents of (Goldberg, Plotkin, and Shannon, 1988, 
Theorem 4). (b) follows by a combination of techniques of (Goldberg, 
Plotkin, and Shannon, 1988; Cole and Vishkin, 1986a). First the darts of 
G are partitioned into sets E,, . . . . E,, for some dE N bounded by a con- 
stant, such that Ei does not contain two distinct darts with the same tail, 
for i = 1, . . . . d. Each directed graph G,= (V, Ei), for i= 1, . . . . d, is then 
coloured with at most log log N colours. Using the method of (Goldberg, 
Plotkin, and Shannon, 1988), this can easily be done in constant time with 
N processors, and hence in O(log N) time with O(N/log N) processors. 
Now for each v; V, take a new colour of v to be the tuple (rr , . . . . yd), where 
yi, for i= 1, . . . . d, is the colour assigned to v in the colouring of Gi. This 
gives a legal colouring of G using (log log N)O”‘= O(log N) colours. Then 
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let I= 0 and step through the set of new colours, for each colour 
simultaneously adding to I all vertices of that colour that have no 
neighbours in I. In order to do this efficiently, it is necessary to first sort 
the vertices by their colours, the details of which can be found in (Cole and 
Vishkin, 1986a, Section 2.3). The final value of Z clearly is a maximal 
independent set in G. 1 
We next derive a randomized algorithm. As a first step towards this goal, 
note that the algorithm given above still works correctly if the maximal 
independent sets computed in Steps 1, 2, and 6 are replaced by what 
(Dadoun and Kirkpatrick, 1987) calls fractional independent sets. The frac- 
tional independent set problem on graphs of bounded degree is as follows: 
For some constant 6 >O, compute, given an n-vertex input graph G of 
bounded degree, an independent set in G of size at least 6n. Fractional 
independent sets in bounded-degree graphs are easy to compute: 
LEMMA 8. For all de N, there are constants 6 > 0 and a < 1 such that 
given an incidence list representation of size N of an undirected n-vertex 
graph G with maximum degree bounded by d, an independent set in G of size 
at least 6n can be computed in 0( 1) time with probability at least 1 - a” on 
an N-processor randomized EREW PRAM. 
Proof: The result follows by a combination and more careful derivation 
of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3 of (Dadoun and Kirkpatrick, 1987). 1 
One possibility would be to modify the deterministic algorithm given 
above so that it uses the randomized subroutine implied by Lemma 8 at all 
levels of recursion. However, since the probability bound of Lemma 8 
decreases with n, the resulting algorithm would not be very reliable. Instead 
we choose to switch to the deterministic algorithm as soon as it is able to 
finish in logarithmic time, i.e., when the problem size has been reduced 
from O(n) to n o(lflog*n! Working out the (easy) details, one obtains: 
THEOREM 3. On n-vertex input graphs drawn from a linearly contractible 
class and given according to the ordered representation, the connected com- 
ponents and undirected spanning tree problems can be solved in O(log n) time 
with probability at least 1 - 2-“anos*n on an n-processor randomized EREW 
PRAM, for any constant a E [w. 
Using standard techniques, we can finally convert the randomized 
algorithm to a deterministic non-uniform one. Observe that for any linearly 
contractible class 9, the number of distinct ordered representations of 
n-vertex graphs in 9 with vertices represented by integers of size O(n) is 
2°(n’og”). Hence applying Theorem 6.1 of (Reif, 1984) we get 
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THEOREM 4. On n-vertex input graphs drawn from a linearly contractible 
class and given according to the ordered representation, the connected com- 
ponents and undirected spanning tree problems can be solved in O(log n) time 
by a non-uniform deterministic algorithm running on an EREW PRAM with 
O(n2~uf’“g*” ) processors, for any constant a E iw. 
5. DERIVED ALGORITHMS 
This section reduces the biconnected components, directed spanning tree, 
and strong orientation problems to the problems considered in Sections 3 
and 4. For n-vertex input graphs, the reductions can be carried out in 
O(log n) time by an EREW PRAM with O(n/log n) processors, i.e., using 
negligible resources. 
THEOREM 5. On connected n-vertex input graphs drawn from a linearly 
contractible class and given according to the ordered representation, the 
directed spanning tree and hiconnected components problems can be solved 
(4 in O(log n) time on a CRCW PRAM with O(nllog n) processors; 
(b) O(log n log* n) time on an EREW PRAM with O(n/(log n log* n)) 
processors; 
(c) in O(log n) time with probability at least 1 - 2~“uPop’n on an 
n-processor EREW PRAM, for any constant a E [w; 
(d) in O(log n) time by a non-untform deterministic algorithm running 
on an EREW PRAM with O(n2~“i’og*” ) processors, for any constant a E [w. 
Proof: Let G = (V, E) be an n-vertex input graph. Given G according to 
the ordered representation, any undirected spanning tree of G can be con- 
verted to a directed spanning tree of G by means of the so-called Euler tour 
technique. This is described in great detail in (Tarjan and Vishkin, 1985), 
the only difference being that in order to achieve optimality, an optimal list 
ranking algorithm (Cole and Vishkin, 1988a; Anderson and Miller, 1988) 
must be used to guide the pointer doubling. Hence one half of the theorem 
follows from Theorems 14. 
The algorithm to compute the biconnected components of G follows in 
outline the algorithm of (Tarjan and Vishkin, 1985), with modifications to 
the single steps in order to achieve optimality. The simple basic idea is to 
construct an undirected graph G’ on the vertex set E with the property that 
two edges of G belong to the same biconnected component of G if and only 
if they are vertices in the same connected component of G’, and then to 
apply a connected components algorithm to G’. In more detail, the 
algorithm proceeds as follows: 
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(1) Compute an undirected spanning tree T = ( V, ET) of G and con- 
vert it as above to a directed spanning tree T. Using the Euler tour techni- 
que, compute the preorder number pre(u) and the number of descendants 
rid(u) in I? for each u E T/ (for some ordering of the children of each vertex). 
This is described in (Tarjan and Vishkin, 1985), and using an optimal list 
ranking algorithm, it can be done in O(log n) time with O(n/log n) 
processors. 
(2) By applying a prefix sums algorithm to the ordered representa- 
tion of G, compute for each UE V the quantity 
locallow = min( (pre(u)} u {pre(u)) {u, o} E E\E,}). 
Next, for all UE V, compute 
low(u) = min{ locallow 1 u is a descendant of u in T}. 
We discuss this step separately below, By Lemma 9, low(u) can be com- 
puted for all UE V in O(log n) time with O(n/log n) processors. For u E V, 
high(u) is defined and computed analogously. 
(3) For each non-root vertex u in T, let p(u) denote the parent of u 
in T, let 
A2 = { i b(434, (P(W), w}} Eq(2)(ET)) 
A,= {{{P(V), u}, {u, w}} E~~)(E~)I 1 #pre(u)<pre(w), andeither 
low(w) < pre(u) or high(w) z pre(u) + rid(v)] 
and compute the undirected graph 
G” = (E,, A2 u A,). 
Note that G” is isomorphic to a subgraph of G, the vertex (p(u), u} E ET 
of G” corresponding to the vertex u E V of G. Hence identifying the edges 
of G” and constructing an ordered representation of G” by means of a 
parallel prefix computation can be done in O(log n) time with O(n/log n) 
processors. 
(4) Find the connected components of G”, i.e., compute an array 
B: E,-+E, such that for all e,, e2 E E,, B[e,] = B[e2] if and only if 
G” e, - e,. By Theorems 14, this can be done within the resource bounds of 
Theorem 5. 
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(5) For all em E\E,, let B[e] = B[ {p(w), w)], where w  is the 
endpoint of e with larger preorder number. This takes O(log n) time with 
O(n/log n) processors (O( 1) time with n processors if concurrent reading is 
allowed). 
(Tarjan and Vishkin, 1985) proves that when the above procedure has been 
carried out, B[el] = B[e,] if and only if e, and e2 belong to the same 
biconnected component of G, for all e,, e, E E. The time and processor 
bounds claimed in Theorem 5 follow from the above discussion. 1 
We finally fill in the last detail in the proof of Theorem 5. 
LEMMA 9. Given an ordered representation of a rooted tree T= (V, E) on 
n vertices, a set R, an array ,I: V + R, and a commutative and associative 
function + : R x R + R (called the sum) that can be evaluated on specific 
arguments in constant time by one processor, it is possible, in O(log n) time 
and using an EREW PRAM with O(n/log n) processors, to compute for all 
u E V the sum 
s(u)= c nCu1 
u is a descendant 
ofuin T  
of the I values of all descendants of u in T. 
Proof. Let us call s(u) the subtree value of u with respect to T. Our task, 
then, is to compute the subtree values of all vertices with respect to T. 
We begin by constructing a binary tree T’ that will yield the same 
answers as T. This is done as follows (see Fig. 2 for an example): 
FIG. 2. The construction of a binary tree T’ equivalent to T. Dummy vertices are shown 
white. 
Each vertex.u in T with more than two children is replaced by a complete 
binary tree with u as its root and the former children of u as its leaves. This 
requires the introduction of a number of dummy vertices without 
associated 1 values. Note, however, that the number of vertices in T’ is 
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O(n) and that for all UE V, the subtree value of u with respect to T’ is the 
same as the subtree value of u with respect to T. T’ can be constructed 
from the ordered representation of T in O(log n) time with O(n/logn) 
processors. 
We can now compute all subtree values with respect to T’ by means of 
an optimal algorithm for expression evaluation. A very simple such 
algorithm was described by Gibbons and Rytter (1988, p. 111). A number 
of inessential differences between their setting and the one used here can be 
dealt with as follows: 
(1) Gibbons and Rytter consider expressions constructed from the 
usual arithmetic operators plus, times, etc. It is obvious, however, that their 
algorithm will work for any single associative operator. 
(2) They assume the leaves of the expression tree to be numbered 
consecutively from left to right. This numbering can be obtained as follows: 
First use the Euler tour technique to construct a list of length O(n) in 
which each leaf of T’ occurs exactly once and the leaves occur in the 
desired order. Next use optimal list ranking to carry out a prefix sums 
calculation on this list, counting for each leaf the number of leaves 
preceding it in the list. The whole computation takes O(log n) time with 
O(n/log n) processors. 
(3) In their problem, no values are associated with internal vertices. 
However, they associate a function, initially the identity function, with each 
internal vertex, and a different initial setting of the function associated with 
a given vertex is easily made to reflect the presence of a value at that 
vertex. 
(4) Gibbons and Rytter compute only the subtree value of the root, 
not of all vertices. However, a simple technique described in (Miller and 
Reif, 1985) allows their algorithm to be extended to compute all subtree 
values. 1 
THEOREM 6. On connected, bridgeless n-vertex input graphs drawn from 
a linearly contractible class and given according to the ordered representa- 
tion, the strong orientation problem can be solved within the resource bounds 
of Theorem 5. 
ProoJ By applying techniques developed above, the algorithm for 
strong orientation described in (Tarjan and Vishkin, 1985) can be modified 
to use only the stated number of processors. As in the case of the bicon- 
netted components problem, the only bottleneck barring the way to a 
general optimal algorithm is the computation of a spanning tree. 1 
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APPENDIX: ON THE NOTION off-CONTRACTIBLE 
An earlier version of this paper (Hagerup, 1988a) contained the 
following: 
DEFINITION. Let f: R, + R, be a convex function with lim, _ ~ ,f(x) 
= co. A class 9 of undirected graphs is called f(n)-contractible if 
(1) There exists a constant KE N such that for all G = ( V, E) in 9, 
El GKf(IU). 
(2) ~!3 is closed under taking of minors. 
One could imagine this definition to be useful, e.g., with f(n)= n3/*. 
As shown by the following fact, however, it extends the notion of linearly 
contractible graph classes only in the most trivial way, and was therefore 
omitted from the present version of the paper. Throughout, graphs are 
simple and undirected. 
FACT. Let 3 be a class of graphs that is closed under taking of minors, 
but not linearly contractible. Then for any graph G whatsoever, Y contains 
a graph isomorphic to G. 
Proof Theorem VII.1.14 of (Bollobas, 1978) implies that every graph 
of average vertex degree at least 2 p -* has as a minor a complete graph on 
p vertices, for any p E N. But by the fact that 9 is not linearly contractible, 
it contains graphs of arbitrarily high average degree. Since 3 is closed 
under taking of minors, it hence contains arbitrarily large complete 
graphs. 1 
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